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also, you said that you are using the
latest release of the software. so, what
version of the software you are using?
how can you check this? the release
name is 3.0.13.8 and the version is 3.8.
we can get the version of the software
with the following command: userserver:$
teamspeak3-serverlinuxamd64/teamspea
k3-serverlinuxamd64$./ts3server versioni
think this is the problem, since the
teamspeak 3 server uses a custom port.
once you have teamspeak up and
running, it will have a default user
account. this user is the admin, and it has
full access to the server. you can use this
account to make your initial configuration
changes. at the root of the teamspeak 3
configuration directory, there is a file
called “config.cfg”. we will be editing this
file to give our user account the ability to
make changes to the server. once we
have our user account configured, we can
give them the necessary privileges. to
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begin making changes to the teamspeak
3 configuration, you need to make sure
you have the latest version of the
teamspeak 3 client installed. you can
download the client directly from the
teamspeak site, or you can install the
client using the installer program included
with the client installation. once you have
logged in to the teamspeak 3
configuration screen, you will see a list of
servers that are currently running. the
server that you want to use for
teamspeak 3 will be listed with a number
underneath it. to open the server, double-
click on the server name. the software is
installed on the computer and the media
for the cd or dvd can be copied to the
computer with no problems. in order to
get the media it is not necessary to be
connected to the internet. the download
is, however, made possible by the fact
that the software is distributed through a
bittorrent tracker. the downloaded
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package is a zip file. the contents of the
zip file are, for the most part, a readme
file and a folder with three files in it:   
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i have installed teamspeak 3 server on
my laptop. and am having a problem. it is

not letting me log in with the default
username and password. it is also giving
me an error: you have made a mistake,

please try again! are you sure you are the
user you think you are? if you are not

sure, please contact the support team.
hmm, i have updated the server and it
does not work. the updated file shows
that its still using the old password. i
havent been able to find out how to
update the password. i have been

googling for the last 3 days. please help! i
also have a problem that i cant get into
the teamspeak 3 server config file and i

cant login with the correct username and
password. please help! sudo cp /opt/team

speak3-serverlinux-
amd64/ts3server/ts3server.conf
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/etc/teamspeak3/teamspeak3.confnow we
have to remove everything which is not

needed. for this we will use the command
sudo rm -rf /opt/teamspeak3-serverlinux-
amd64/teamspeak3/worldserver/data/cac

he/data/config/possibly you want to
delete the binary file too.in the end you

should have a working teamspeak 3
server! you should now be able to start

the server with the command:sudo /opt/te
amspeak3-serverlinux-

amd64/ts3server/ts3server.sh startif you
want to check if the server is really

running you can use the command ps aux
| grep ts3serveryou should get a line like
this:uptime: 31 seconds (since sat, 11 oct
2013 09:14:17 cest)kvirc (84.4.38) /home

/kvirc/teamspeak3-serverlinux-
amd64/ts3server/ts3server.sh -d /opt/tea
mspeak3-serverlinux-amd64/teamspeak3/
worldserver/data/cache/data/config/startt
s3server (34.5) /opt/teamspeak3-serverlin
ux-amd64/teamspeak3/worldserver/data/
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cache/data/config/start/start.sh -d -f tcp -s
0.0.0 -p 57321 -d /opt/teamspeak3-server
linux-amd64/teamspeak3/worldserver/dat
a/cache/data/config/start/config.xml -d -f

tcp -s 0.0 -p 57322 -d /opt/teamspeak3-se
rverlinux-amd64/teamspeak3/worldserver
/data/cache/data/config/start/config.0 -p

57323 -d /opt/teamspeak3-serverlinux-am
d64/teamspeak3/worldserver/data/cache/
data/config/start/config.0 -p 57324 -d /opt
/teamspeak3-serverlinux-amd64/teamspe
ak3/worldserver/data/cache/data/config/st
art/config.0 -p 57325 -d /opt/teamspeak3-
serverlinux-amd64/teamspeak3/worldserv
er/data/cache/data/config/start/config.0 -p
57326 -d /opt/teamspeak3-serverlinux-am
d64/teamspeak3/worldserver/data/cache/
data/config/start/config.0 -p 57327 -d /opt
/teamspeak3-serverlinux-amd64/teamspe
ak3/worldserver/data/cache/data/config/st

art/config. 5ec8ef588b
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